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Becoming a Fan Again: 
San Diego Comic Fest 2020 

In December 2019 I decided I was going to attend San Diego Comic 
Fest (SDCF) the following March. It had been decades since I attended 
a fan convention of any sort. I first got into comics in 1985 with Marvel’s 
Epic reprints of Wendy and Richard Pini’s Elfquest (EQ). I discovered 
EQ on a rainy day during a family camping trip on a summer vacation. 
To escape from the rain, we stopped into a drug store. The store had a 

large magazine and comic 
section. My mom told me to 
pick out a few things to 
occupy my time while it 
continued to rain. I picked 
up EQ #2 & 3. I was hooked 
from that point on. From EQ 
I moved into a lot of b+w 
indie comics and later 

dabbled in Marvel’s mutant titles. I became a regular at my local comic 
shop, Fat Cat Books in Johnson City, NY. I attended a number of local 
comic conventions throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s as well as 
FantaCon and various Star Trek conventions. I always dreamed of 
going to San Diego Comic Con as a sort of crescendo to my 
involvement in fandom.  

Between 1988 to 1992 I was an active 
member of over a dozen EQ fan groups, 
called holts. From 1988 to 1990 I also ran 
the fan art page for the Elflord Fan Club 
newsletter, Adventures Beyond 
Greenhaven. I didn’t have a significant role 
in fandom, but I was involved. From what I 
remember, there were always EQ events 
planned for Comic Con, particularly for 
1988: EQ’s tenth anniversary. I never 
made it to Comic Con. I was 13 in 1988. I 
never met the Pinis though they lived only 
a few hours from where I grew up, and 
they were regular guests at comic 
conventions around upstate NY. 
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As a kid, I collected comics with my allowance, and when I got older, I 
didn’t have money for comics much less comic conventions. While I 
collected Elfquest sporadically throughout the later 1990s and 2000s, I 
only checked out other titles occasionally, dipping into manga for a short 
time when I would borrow graphic novels from a co-worker at Barnes 
and Noble. Recently, I have gotten back into comics: now that I have a 
stable job—a career even, I have money to do so. And the comics I’ve 
started with aren’t those penned by the hot writers or artists du jour. 
They’re the comics that I wanted to check out in my youth, but that I 
couldn’t afford or find, such as Roberta Gregory’s Naughty Bits, Donna 
Barr’s The Desert Peach, Terry Moore’s Strangers in Paradise, Drew 
Hayes’ Poison Elves, and Teri Wood’s Wandering Star, among others. 
 

My past involvement in fandom got me 
interested in whether or not anyone 
had documented the work that comic 
fans had done to popularize the art 
form before the internet. Being familiar 
with fan studies, I knew that a lot of 
work had been done about how online 
fan participation had changed pop 
culture. More specifically, I wondered if 
anyone had written anything about EQ 
holts. I couldn’t find anything about 
holts, but I found Bill Schelly’s work. I 
read Sense of Wonder: My Life in 
Comic Fandom, and I loved it. While 
Schelly wrote about a different 
generation of comic fandom and fans, I 

connected with the underlying sentiments. Comic fandom inspired fans 
to connect with one another and to create work of their own. I dug more 
deeply into Schelly’s work and was crestfallen when I learned that he 
had died shortly before I read Sense of Wonder. Still, Schelly’s influence 
lingered. His book spurred my interest in connecting with other fans and 
attending conventions again, but Comic Con has changed. It’s not the 
same convention that I longed to attend in the 1980s.  
 
When I saw that EQ’s creators, the Pinis, billed as featured guests at 
SDCF, I decided to find out more about the event. In reading through 
the information on the SDCF website, I noted how the organization 
behind it, the International Popular Arts and Comics Education League, 
wants to rekindle the spirit of Comic Con’s early years. It is what I was 
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looking for, a convention focused on comics and comic fans. I made my 
travel arrangements. Throughout January and February 2020, I counted 
the days until SDCF. I picked up a number of books by guests who I 
had heard of but whose work I was unfamiliar with. I also ordered a few 
comics and graphic novels that I wanted to take with me to get signed. 
While I built up anticipation for the event, I hadn’t counted on the 
coronavirus. 

The Early Days of Covid-19 

My trip to SDCF 2020 started at 3:30 am on Thursday, March 5. At that 
point, the virus had emerged in the US, but seemed mainly focused in 
Washington. On January 20, the first person to test positive lived in 
Snohomish County, WA. While I use past tense here, I cannot find 
information about whether that person lived or died. Prior to my trip, I 
had heard little about the virus hitting California. On March 4, the first 
California resident with the virus died. They lived in Placer County 
outside of Sacramento, about 600 miles from San Diego. I didn’t learn 
about their death until after I arrived. Still, exposure during SDCF 
seemed like a remote possibility. I was less worried about my health 
than I was about others and the potential of bringing the virus back 
home to rural Mississippi. I worried about all the comic creators that I 
got so excited about seeing at the event. Many of them are over 60 
years old—a high-risk demographic for the virus. A few of the older 
guests canceled, such as Sergio Aragonés, J. Michael Straczynski, Bud 
Plant, and some of the animators: everyone else attended. 

The virus’ impact could be felt in small 
ways throughout the festival—from 
how attendees greeted one another 
with waves rather than hugs or 
handshakes to the ubiquitous bottles 
of hand-sanitizer and sporadic face 
masks. On the tables at the front of 
each room where the panels took 
place sat containers of Clorox wipes 
labelled “Con Crud Killer.” Every man 
I saw in the bathrooms washed his 
hands before exiting, which isn’t often 
the case. Some featured guests, like 
Marv Wolfman, displayed rules for 
interaction. Wolfman’s sign read: 

Due to the 
Corona Virus 

I will not be shaking hands. 

Also, I will only use 
my own markers 

for all autographs. 

So very sorry. 
-Marv
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For the most part though, the virus didn’t stop attendees from enjoying 
themselves and engaging in the festivities. It simply altered our 
behavior.  

As my plane approached the 
San Diego International 
Airport, I saw the El Cortez 
Hotel sign; the hotel hosted 
Comic Con throughout most 
of the 1970s. Catching a 
glimpse of the sign felt 
portentous. When I arrived at 
the SDCF hotel—Sheraton’s 
Four Points on Aero Drive—
on Thursday afternoon, a 

troop of volunteers was busy setting up displays, tables, and artwork. 
They had already set up Artist Alley. My room was located in the heart 
of it. My excitement increased as I thought about being immersed in the 
event throughout the weekend. SDCF kicked off Thursday evening with 
an opening event at 7:30 pm in The Rays’ Cafe—named and decorated 
in honor of Ray Bradbury and Ray Harryhausen. The cafe was packed 
by the time I arrived. I snapped a few pictures, but I didn’t venture into 
the crowd. I heard a snippet of a recording of Ray Bradbury speaking 
from the first Comic Con. I couldn’t make out much of it from my spot by 
the doors, but the message was clear: SDCF honored a long tradition in 
San Diego’s and comics’ history. This appeal to history permeated the 
weekend.  

The Panels 

When I left my room on Friday morning, the event was already in full 
swing. I made my way around the Artist Alley, briefly checking out a lot 
of amazing work. I wanted to get the lay of the land before I made it to 
my first panel of the day. The creators who produce the Accidental 
Aliens were situated across the hall from my hotel room door. After 
seeing a tweet about their work prior to SDCF, I checked them out 
online. I’d be back to pick up a few or their anthologies, but I needed to 
make it to the panels.  

First, I hit “The Writer’s Block” panel at noon, which featured Wendy & 
Richard Pini, Buzz Dixon, Barbara Kesel, and Jim Krueger. The 
panelists spoke about how their creative processes meant that writer’s 
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block wasn’t much of an issue; instead, they described how these 
processes shifted based on the medium they were working on or the 
demands of particular employers. Next, I attended the “That’s not for 
girls!” panel featuring Donna Barr and Diana Leto. The panelists 
discussed how nothing is off limits to women creators despite what our 
culture might have you believe, and they led the audience through a 
slideshow of their work. At 3 pm, I attended the Bill Schelly Tribute 
panel featuring Jeff Gelb, Michelle Nolan, John Lustig, and Mike Catron. 
Jeff led the group in discussing Schelly’s work and lasting impact on 
fandom. Panelists also recounted personal memories of Bill. It was a 
touching moment and a panel that I felt strongly about despite never 
having met Bill Schelly. After all, Bill’s book was part of what got me 
back into fandom and interested in SDCF. The final panel I attended 
 

 
 

Bill Schelly Tribute Panel 
 
Friday, “They Called Us Underground,” featured Trina Robbins, Mary 
Fleener, Roberta Gregory, Donna Barr, and Bruce Simon. Robbins 
detailed the origins of underground comix and how her work emerged in 
spite of it. She was locked out of the “boys’ comix” and found a home 
publishing in alternative newspapers in the late 1960s and early ‘70s. 
Other panelists talked about how their work related to those early years 
and presses and how it contrasted to the superhero titles that 
dominated the direct market.  
 
Overall, these panels added another dimension to SDCF that I hadn’t 
anticipated. I am not sure if early Comic Con attendees and organizers 
knew they were making history. It’s clear that they knew they were 
breaking new ground and making space for comic fans. At SDCF, many 
of the creators who had put in years and years of work into creating 
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comics and supporting fandom eagerly described the lasting 
significance of their work. They took the credit they deserve. This 
sentiment continued in the panels that I attended throughout the 
weekend, including the “Stories from The Early Comic-Con Years & 
How Comic Fest Brings Back the Original Essence!” panel, which 
featured Eugene Henderson, Anthony Keith, Clayton Moore, William R. 
 

 
 

It Ain’t Me Babe Panel 
 
Lund, Dina Kelso, Ray Alley, and Jackie Estrada; the “50th Anniversary 
of It Ain’t Me Babe, the First All-Women Comic” panel, which featured 
Trina Robbins, Barbara "Willy" Mendes, and Anina Bennett; and “The 
Crossroads of Science Fiction, Rock Music & Fandom in the 1960s” 
panel, which featured Gregory Benford, Paul Sammon, Cindy Lee 
Berryhill, and William Stout.  
 

 
 

4 Decades of Elfquest Panel 
 

In between these panels, I attended others that paid tribute to comic 
creators and their long-standing creations, such as the “4 Decades of 
Elfquest” panel where moderator Joe Phillips led Wendy & Richard Pini 
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through a discussion of how they met, how they work together, and how 
EQ has lasted all these years; the “Remembering Howard Cruise” panel  
where Trina Robbins and Roberta Gregory talked about Cruse’s work 
and the significance of Gay Comix, the anthology series that he started 
in 1980; and the “Frank the Unicorn, 40 Years of Creativity” panel where 
Phil Yeh traced the history some of his work. I have only recently 
discovered Yeh’s comics; however, I have known of his arts magazine, 
Uncle Jam, for years. As a gay man, I have long admired how Howard 
Cruse and others (like Gregory) who paved the way for out LGBTQ+ 
creators. I also adore his graphic novel Stuck Rubber Baby, which is 
being rereleased in May 2020. As for the Pinis’ tribute panel, words 
cannot describe how elated I was to see them in person talking about 
my favorite comic book. I waited 35 years for it.  
 
The rest of the panels that I attended weren’t about creators putting 
their work into historical context or tributes to specific people and their 
work. Instead, speakers on these panels offered advice for young 
creators and fans. The “Pop Culture, Comic Cons, and Comics 
Archives” panel featured Greg Koudoulian, coordinator of the Shel Dorf 
Archive, and Tom Kraft, who works for the Jack Kirby Museum & 
Archive, alongside Steve Schanes, co-founder of Pacific Comics and 
various comic publishing companies since the late 1960s. Koudoulian 
and Kraft made appeals to the audience to get involved with their 
archival work. On “The Editors” panel, Chris Ryall, Kevin Dooley, 
Barbara Kesel, and Anina Bennett described how editors contribute to a 
comic’s success, how editorial work varies based on publisher’s 
policies, and what comic book publishers look for in proposals for new 
titles. Finally, the “Little Fish Book Studio” panel, featuring Alonso 
Nunez and TJ Shevlin, talked about how the studio teaches would-be 
creators of all ages how to write and draw comics. 
 
This contrast, between describing comics’ and comic fandom’s past and 
planning for their futures, sums up the panels. However, the SDCF 
audience seemed imbalanced. I saw only a few young people during the 
festival. Where were those folks who would shape the future of comics? 
Most attendees, from the guests and dealers to the fans, appeared to 
be my age or older. This disconnect between the content and audience 
reflects long-standing fears about the comics industry—that it is getting 
older and not doing a great job to usher in younger folks. Certainly, 
many of the folks in Artist Alley skewed younger. Most of the artists 
seemed to be in their 20s and 30s. If SDCF is interested in drawing in 
more Millennial and Gen Z attendees, then the organizers might want to 
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consider future guests whose work appeals to those generations, 
particularly guests whose work sells primarily in graphic novel form. 
However, I am not sure if SDCF wants to move in that direction. There 
seemed to be a tight knit group at the core of the festival, and based on 
my interactions with folks over the course of the event, I would say that 
while this group is more than willing to welcome new folks into the fold, 
they are happy to focus their attention on older comics creators.  
  
My Loot 
 
Before attending the festival, I worried about how much money I would 
spend and how I would get all my treasures home. I set a strict budget. 
Thinking practically, I didn’t have a lot of room in my suitcase, and I had 
brought a half dozen graphic novels with me in order to get them 
signed; I didn’t want to chance not being able to find specific things at 
the festival. After perusing the Artist Alley and vendor area, I decided to 
stick to things that I might never find again, particularly original art and 
small press or self-published comic books. I managed to pick up a 
couple convention sketches of Elfquest characters (Skywise and 
Leetah) by Wendy Pini. In and of themselves, these sketches made the 
festival unforgettable. I also picked up original artwork from Phil Yeh 
and Mary Fleener. Donna Barr and Roberta Gregory drew wonderful 

sketches in the graphic novels that I 
brought with me to the festival. 
Finally, Johnny B. Gerardy was taking 
commissions where he would draw a 
zombie version of an attendee. His 
artwork is fabulous, and I couldn’t 
pass up the chance to be zombified 
(see image on the left). In terms of 
comics, I picked up both collected 
volumes of Barr’s Stinz, some of 
Gregory’s minicomics, some Frank 
the Unicorn trade paperbacks, some 
Accidental Aliens anthologies, and a 
few self-published comics. 

 
The Guests & Attendees 
 
In between the panels, I met and spoke with some of the special guests 
and other attendees. I am not the most social person, and honestly, I 
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often felt like a poser. I have only been getting back into comics for the 
past six months. Clearly, many folks at SDCF have devoted much of 
their lives to comics. For the most part, I was very tightlipped when 
interacting with guests. Before the festival, I had thought a lot about 
what I wanted to say to the Pinis; in the end, I didn’t say much, but it 
was wonderful to finally meet them. 
 
In many conversations with guests and other attendees, whomever I 
was talking to would quickly get into some minutia about the con and 
specific comic books or creators that I didn’t know much about. 
Sometimes, these conversations focused on Marvel and DC 
superheroes, and I’d struggle to say anything. Still, I met some 
wonderful people, and some of these interactions will stick with me; for 
example, I will always remember hanging out and smoking cigarettes 
with Barbara Mendes. In general, guests and attendees were open and 
welcoming—ready to geek out about their passion for comics at any 
opportunity. 
 
Coda  
 
The festival ended at 5 pm on Sunday evening. After the final panel 
session, I left the hotel to get some food. When I returned an hour later, 
most attendees had left. Festival volunteers were busy breaking down 
tables, taking down decorations, and loading equipment into vehicles. 
The Artist Alley had emptied out. The buzz throughout the weekend 
subsided. 
 
I wasn’t leaving San Diego until late the next morning, but I decided to 
stick to my hotel room that night. I started reading some of the comics 
that I picked up. Occasionally, I left my hotel room to grab some sodas 
or a smoke. Each time I ventured out into the hotel, I saw less evidence 
that the festival had happened. It was a strange feeling. From my arrival 
on Thursday, I had been immersed in the festival’s energy. That energy 
dissipated. I traveled to the festival by myself, but I didn’t feel alone until 
Sunday evening. I felt a bit melancholy. Initially, I thought about the 
dumb things I said to folks and things I had missed. But, my thoughts 
quickly turned to all that I had experienced and enjoyed—much of what I 
have documented here. SDCF served as a wonderful reintroduction to 
comics fandom. I have no idea if my experience at SDCF reflects what 
Comic Con used to be like. However, I am already planning to attend 
again next year.  

—March 2020 
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Free Pride Hugs 
 
 
It had been 19 years since I last spoke with Steve. In life, moving 
forward had always meant leaving people behind. Before social 
media, it seemed natural, though lamentable, that when someone 
moved to another city, their life simply changed. You lost touch. Steve 
and I lost touch.  
 
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Steve and I were close friends who 
shared a couple different apartments in Albany, NY. For a while, we 
worked together at a trendy wine bar and art gallery called Cafe Lulu 
on Lark Street. Lark Street sits in the middle of Albany’s Center 
Square neighborhood. When we lived and worked in Center Square, 
it had gay clubs, a punk club, a record store, a LGBTQ+ community 
center, a few quirky gift shops, and a slew of well-reputed bars and 
restaurants where our friends worked. With bars open until 4 am, 
Albany also had a thriving nightlife. 
 
Albany in general, and Center Square in particular, shaped my 
expectations for what a city and a community should feel like. I could 
walk into any business in the neighborhood and know half the folks 
working any shift. I would walk down the street and run into friends, 
acquaintances, and customers who frequented Lulu’s. In the wee 
hours, I could stumble the 10 blocks from a bar to my apartment, 
grabbing a slice of pizza on the way, and not worry about anything 
even when I was alone and virtually incapacitated. Steve was part of 
that community. 
 
I lived in Albany from the time I was 18 until I was 27. I moved there 
to attend the State University of New York at Albany, but dropped out 
after becoming disenchanted with college and getting deeply involved 
in activism. Over the nine years that I lived there, I worked in about a 
dozen places, mostly in restaurants and stores, from Cafe Lulu to 
Mother Earth’s Cafe, from Uncommon Grounds to Barnes & Noble. I 
also promoted a couple different weekly parties, Cabaret Mañana and 
Pulse, at a gay club called Power Company, and I DJed at Spy Bar, a 
middle-of-the-week cocktail night at The Fuze Box. In 2002, I left 
Albany to go back to college.  
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Once I left, I didn’t go back. Returning to school to get my bachelor’s 
degree led to more school, more degrees, and eventually a job in 
academia. It meant moving around the country for almost twenty 
years. Since leaving Albany, I’ve lived in Marathon, New York; 
Anchorage, Alaska; Lafayette, Indiana; Austin, Texas; and now 
Oxford, Mississippi. While I’ve had to leave folks that I love behind in 
each instance, I have done a better job maintaining some of those 
relationships than I did when I left Albany. Technology has helped. 
But every time I move, it feels more difficult to keep up with friends 
and to grow roots in a new place. Moving so often has also made me 
susceptible to nostalgia. Social media does not alleviate the 
psychological weight of lost connections, fading memories, or regret. 
It won’t let us go back. Still, it prompts us to look back, to reconnect 
with people from our pasts in at least superficial ways.  
 
I found Steve’s profile on Facebook in 2018. I looked for him a few 
other times over the years, but I didn’t have any luck. After we 
friended one another, we messaged occasionally. At one point, Steve 
said, “if you are ever in NYC, we should meet and catch up.” In June 
2019, I traveled to NYC for the festivities honoring the Stonewall 
Riots’ 50th anniversary. I also reconnected with Steve. 
 
By the time I made it to NYC, Steve had moved to Hackensack, NJ, 
having been priced out of the city. He took the train into the city on the 
day of the Pride Parade, and I met him outside Penn Station. We 
grabbed lunch at the West Bank Cafe in Midtown where we talked 
about where we lived and worked now. Then, we made our way to the 
Village. 
 
As we wandered down 7th Avenue Steve asked, “Are you doing what 
you imagined you’d be doing?” I wasn’t sure what he meant. He 
continued, “I always thought we would be dead by now. When I look 
back on things, I never expected us to reach our 40s.”  
 
I didn’t say anything. I thought about his question. We partied quite a 
bit and hooked up with strangers at times, but I never thought of life in 
Albany as dangerous.  
 
Steve mentioned Jimmy, the co-owner of one of the most popular gay 
nightclubs in Albany at that time, Power Company. He had AIDS. “He 
was really sick. Then he started AZT, and he got better. But, he 
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looked so terrible afterward. It wrecked his body,” Steve said. “He 
didn’t come to the club much after that.” 
 
Steve was talking about AIDS. He didn’t think we’d survive to our 40s, 
but he didn’t mean just us. He meant us, our friends, and gay men of 
a certain generation. 
 
“I don’t remember him,” I said. “If you mean did I ever think I’d be a 
professor, then no. I didn’t know what I would be doing when I left 
Albany. I just needed something.” 
 
The conversation shifted. Steve and I talked about how we never 
imagined marriage or having kids. “They weren’t anything I have ever 
thought much about. They weren’t something we did,” I said. What 
you see shapes your possibilities. I didn’t know any gay men who had 
kids. No one talked about marriage. 
 
“No, they weren’t.” 
 
The parade ended. Throngs of people milled about the streets trying 
to figure out what to do next. We walked single-file through the 
crowds, veering away from 7th Avenue below Christopher Street.  
 
“Jell-O shots? You want to buy Jell-O shots?” A young Black woman 
carrying a small cooler walked up to us. She wore rainbow socks.  
 
Steve shook his head. He had just taken a drag on a cigarette. He 
pushed the smoke out quickly and said, “No, thanks.” 
 
The young woman kept walking, “Jell-O shots?” 
 
We kept walking. Steve steered the conversation from how we saw 
ourselves then to how young people see themselves nowadays, 
“What do you think about the fact that so many of them don’t identify 
as gay or straight or whatever? They just go with it. They don’t 
question it or worry about it.”  
 
“Think about how much bullshit we went through for being gay. I still 
go through it in Mississippi. We don’t have any rights there. I can’t 
relate to these kids at all,” I replied as I weaved around people 
blocking the sidewalk. 
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“Yeah, they don’t really care about all that.” Steve continued, “I’m 
jealous of them.” 
 
As we made our way down 8th Avenue toward Washington Square 
Park, we began talking about old friends and acquaintances. Steve 
had family in Albany; even after he left, he kept connections to people 
there. He had stories, sometimes detailed and sometimes 
impressionistic, about what happened to them. We worked our way 
through a list of people we knew from past jobs, from bars, from the 
neighborhood. One of us would offer a name and brief description of 
the person. At times, we couldn’t remember last names. We’d spend 
a moment or two describing our relationship to the person.  
 
“He worked at Justin’s.” 
 
“Remember, he used to come into Margarita’s all the time.” 
 
Occasionally one or the other of us wouldn’t remember who the 
person was, so we dropped any conversation about them. These 
folks disappeared in the kind of rapid conversation that collapses 19 
years into a few hours. Some died from drug overdoses or suicides. 
Some went to jail. Others developed serious illnesses. Some left 
Center Square or Albany altogether: they got married, moved to more 
remote areas of upstate NY, and had kids. Many of the gay men 
disappeared without a trace. We hadn’t heard what happened to 
them. We used to see them all the time, but we weren’t necessarily 
friends with all of them. 
 
While we recounted these stories, I pictured the community that we 
had been a part of disintegrating. I have never recaptured that sense 
of community in the many places I’ve lived. I’ve come close, but then I 
had to move again. It’s difficult to understand when people your age 
disappear, whether through death, prison, or family. Where do they 
go? It’s part of growing older. I imagine how, for other people, I might 
be one of those old acquaintances who simply disappeared. My 
thoughts shifted. Without that sense of community, I barely exist 
nowadays. 
 
The older I get, the more I become the old guy standing in the corner 
in a room full of young people watching the band but not interacting 
with anyone. I eat dinner alone at the bar. I show up alone to the 
concert. I am not sure if it’s just me of it there’s a whole generation of 
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gay men who spend most of their time alone. We didn’t die, go to 
prison, or partner off, adopt some kids, and move to the suburbs. We 
weren’t the generation ravaged by AIDS. We are the remnants of the 
next generation: a generation that learned how to be gay from one 
another and from the few films and books that broke through into 
public consciousness the late 80s and early 90s. In the Albany bar 
scene in the 90s, we didn’t have many elders around to tell us about 
what things used to be like or how they might be different. There were 
a few older queens. They stuck together or sat alone. I suppose we 
didn’t try to unearth their own histories. At least I didn’t.  
 
“I don’t think most people understand our generation. They call us 
xennials—born at the tail end of generation x and the beginning of the 
millennials. We’re the smallest generation and the one most likely to 
die from a drug overdose,” Steve continued. 
 
Steve and I were part of a much smaller group within that generation. 
We came out when we were teenagers in the early 90s: long after 
Stonewall; but long before LGBTQ+ folks had local legal protections 
in a so-called gay mecca like Albany; long after folks established 
Albany’s Gay & Lesbian Community Center and Pride Parade, but 
before the highly publicized murders of Brandon Teena, Ali Forney, 
and Matthew Sheppard. These murders throughout the 90s drew 
straight people’s attention to LGBTQ+ rights. We came of age after 
the band played on but before Queer as Folk. At that point in between 
these bookends, the gay rights movement dwindled into the gay 
community, which in turn disintegrated. 
 
As we entered Washington Square Park, we passed throngs of young 
people celebrating Pride, ostensibly celebrating the 50th anniversary 
of the Stonewall Riots. Our conversation separated us from the 
revelry. I continued, “We’re sort of our own thing, xennial gay men but 
queers in general. How many older gay men did you know when you 
were their age? How many went out to the bars? These young people 
take for granted that LGBTQ+ people are ubiquitous. I didn’t feel like 
that when I was in my twenties. I didn’t feel like we were everywhere. 
I didn’t feel like I could do whatever I wanted.” 
 
“You did whatever you wanted,” Steve countered. 
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“I guess so. It’s just different now,” I tried not to scowl as I looked 
around the park. I stared at two male-presenting youths sitting on a 
park bench. One of them was holding up a hastily painted sign that 
said “Free Pride Hugs.” 
 
Steve lit a new cigarette off his previous one, “it is.” 
 

— Nov. 2019 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Steve and me 
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10 Things Getting Me Through 
Social Distancing at the Moment 

 
 
This list isn’t meant to offer advice. I am not trying to tell you what to do 
or how you should cope. I am talking about what works for me. Do what 
you need to do, while remaining safe, in order to make it through the 
pandemic. That said, I would recommend, pandemic or not, that you 
check out some of the creative work that I refer to in this list. 
 
 

1. Rachel Rising by Terry Moore 
 
Rachel Rising is a 42-issue horror comic series published by 
Moore’s own Abstract Studio between August 2011 and May 2016. 
Set in the fictional town of Manson, Massachusetts, the series 
follows Rachel as she discovers her past and as she deals with a 
plot to destroy her town and Manson’s sinister history. The series 
employs some familiar tropes pertaining to witchcraft, and demons, 
but does so in an interesting way. Moore’s wonderful artwork, 
characterizations, and unique approaches to these tropes make the 
series compelling. 
 
You may be familiar with some of Moore’s other series, Strangers 
in Paradise or Motor Girl. Alongside Rachel Rising, these series are 
set in the same universe, and storylines from Rachel Rising 
continue in Moore’s current series, Five Years, which brings 
together characters from all these comics.  
 

 

Check out Abstract Studio for more information: 
https://abstractstudiocomics.com/.  
 
Moore also has amped up his YouTube channel 
with interviews, reports, tutorials, and sketch 
videos since social distancing started in the US. 
Check out his YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/TerryMooreArt/. 
 
 
 
 
(Artwork © Terry Moore) 
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3. Race Chaser Podcast 
 
I’ve been a RuPaul’s Drag Race fan for years. I even went to 
Drag Con in LA in 2018. Race Chaser, hosted by Alaska 
Thunderfuck and Willam Belli and produced by Big Dipper, has 
two types of episodes: one recaps RPDR episodes, and the 
other, called “Hot Goss,” addresses gossip within the drag 
scene as well as current events. I prefer the latter. For an hour a 
week, Alaska and Willam will distract you from whatever bullshit 
you are dealing with. New “Hot Goss” episodes of Race Chaser 
are available on Fridays. I listen to the podcast on Spotify, but 
I’m guessing that it’s available on most podcast hosting 
platforms.   
 
 

 

4. Leslie Jordan’s Instagram Account 
 
 Despite how often I’m on it, I mostly 

loathe social media. Every once in 
a while, someone’s account 
changes my mind, if even 
temporarily. The videos that Leslie 
Jordan has been posting on his 
Insta account fall into that category. 
Go watch some of them: 
@thelesliejordan 

 

2. Cartoonist Kayfabe 
 

Cartoonist Kayfabe is a YouTube 
channel where comics creators 
Jim Rugg (Street Angel) and Ed 
Piskor (Hip Hop Family Tree) 
address all things comics. They 
take deep dives into other 
creators’ work; interview creators 
like Tim Vigil, Brendan McCarthy, 
and Dave Gibbons, among 
others; feature unboxing and haul 
videos; and address various 
aspects of comics history. Check 
out Cartoonist Kayfabe: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel
/UCU0v4IGzj2wK-PmjASkK2Rg/.  

 
 

(Artwork © Ed Piskor 
& Jim Rugg) 
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5. Books About Comics History and Comic Fandom 
 
 Whether we’re talking about the development of comic books in 

America, the emergence of fandom and early comic fanzines 
and conventions, underground comix, the development of the 
direct market (aka comic shops), or some other aspect of the 
industry--for want of a better term, I find these books endlessly 
fascinating. Here’s a list of a few great books that I’ve picked up 
over the six months: 

● The 1964 New York Comicon: The True Story Behind the 
World's First Comic Book Convention by J. Ballman 

● The Comic Book History of Comics: Birth of a Medium by 
Fred Van Lente & Ryan Dunlevy 

● The Comic Book History of Comics: Comics for All by 
Fred Van Lente & Ryan Dunlevy 

● Comic Shop: The Retail Mavericks Who Gave Us New 
Geek Culture by Dean Gearino 

● Comix: The Underground Revolution by Dez Skinn 
● The Golden Age of Comic Fandom by Bill Schelly 
● A History of Underground Comics by Mark Estren 
● Last Girl Standing by Trina Robbins 
● Sense of Wonder: My Life in Comic Fandom by Bill Schelly 

 
 

6 & 7. Cigarettes & Coffee 
 

I know. I know. There has never 
been a more worthwhile time to 
quit smoking. There’s also never 
been a time where I have found 
cigarettes more personally 
necessary. Still, cigarettes and 
coffee get me through the day 
now. While most of you were 
out buying up all the hand 
sanitizer, antibacterial soap, 
yeast, and toilet paper, I was 
stocking up on cigarettes and 
coffee. I might actually try to quit 
smoking once the semester 
ends, which is about when my 
cigarette stockpile will be 
depleted. And, that is the first 
time I have ever said that. 
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8. My Recumbent Bike 
  
 About 15 months ago I started working out, trying to improve my 

health.  From January to April 2018, I could barely walk when I 
got up in the morning. I had some serious back problems that 
resulted in sciatica. The pain was excruciating, and it would take 
huge doses of Ibuprofen and most of a day before the pain 
would subside. But every morning, it came back. In January 
2019, the pain had completely subsided, and I began eating 
better and working out at home by riding a recumbent bike 5 
days a week. By November, I was also working out in a gym. 
With the coronavirus spreading across the US, my gym 
workouts came to an abrupt halt in early March 2020. While the 
improvements I made to my diet since last January have largely 
gone out the window over the past 6 weeks, I have continued 
riding my bike. I average about 10 miles a day. Fifteen months 
after I started working out, my bike’s odometer is at 4600 miles. 
Staying committed to my bike keeps me sane, and it makes me 
feel that I am continuing to care for my body. 

 
 

 9. Creative Projects 
 
 In addition to getting Words and Smiles 

back up and running, I’ve recently started 
a YouTube channel called Indie Creator 
Explosion. The name is an homage to 
Small Press Comics Explosion published 
by comic creator Tim Corrigan in the 
1980s. While SPCE focused exclusively 
on comics, my channel addresses many 
different media, from comics and 
minicomics, to zines, to alternative 
newspapers. In general, each episode 
focuses on a specific creator and their 
work. You should check out the channel, 
and let me know if there’s anyone who 
you think I should make a video about: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqfg
qcONZh3jdCS2FVBAWpw.  
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10. My Dog 
 
 My sixth week of social distancing is coming to an end. I have only 

left my apartment complex 6 times since March 9th. While I have 
had plenty of meetings and get-togethers via video conferencing 
applications, and I have chatted on the phone to my friends and 
relatives, I haven’t had more than a brief face-to-face conversation 
with another human being in all that time. If it weren’t for my dog, 
Spock, I would have totally lost my shit a while ago.   

 
 

—April 2020 

 

Spock and me 
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Becoming a Professor: 
Labor in and Against Academia 

 
  
It wasn’t until I got to the final year of my doctoral program that I thought 
I had a chance of becoming a professor. Before that my thinking moved 
from living shift-to-shift, to being a good student, to ingratiating myself to 
academic culture. In each instance, my labor and the story I culled from 
it shaped my life. Recently, I moved from one tenure-track job to 
another. I moved from a teaching-focused, small liberal arts college to a 
research university, from a “Hispanic-serving institution” in a city known 
for its weirdness—if not its queerness, Austin, TX, to a predominantly-
white institution with a notoriously racist legacy in a state ranked at or 
near the bottom for every meaningful economic and social benchmark, 
Mississippi. This change in context prompts me to create a new story 
about who I am and what I do. To create this story, I reflect on my 
experiences in graduate school, from entering my master’s program to 
completing my PhD work. I mull over some of what I have learned about 
these contexts and how the stories that they fostered shape my 
professional identity. Through this reflection I find that my labor and 
identity are deeply intertwined, and academic labor troubles me deeply. 
In the end, I realize that I need to set a new course for what it means to 
labor as a professor in my current context.  
  

*       *        * 
 
I never liked school much. It wasn’t that I wasn’t good at it, but I always 
felt a tension between what I wanted to do and what I was expected to 
do. Initially, I went to college right after high school, but I quickly 
dropped out. I went back to college eight years later, rushing through 
my associate and bachelor’s degrees in three years. I enjoyed my 
undergraduate programs more than what I had been doing in my early 
20s. At the time, I worked in a string of food-service jobs, from being the 
overnight cook at a Denny’s, to working the sandwich line at an Arby’s, 
to stocking shelves at a Walmart. The jobs felt interchangeable: equally 
shitty and low-paying. When I got sick of one, I quit and found another. 
Between 18 and 27 I had worked at 21 different businesses.  
  
Once I went back to college in earnest, I never took much time to think 
about where my degrees would lead. When I went back to school at 27 I 
assumed that if I got through it, then I would end up somewhere 
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better—at least financially. That’s the story poor and working-class 
people are all expected to believe. When I went back, I majored in 
professional writing, so I had vague notions that I would be an editor or 
technical writer somewhere. I never imagined I’d stay in school forever. 
Staying in school is now a big part of my story. For the past 18 years, 
my labor has been tied to academic institutions. (As an undergraduate 
and graduate student, I had many other jobs as well.) Over that time, 
the stories I told about my work became my life.  
  
When I was accepted into a few doctoral programs, I remember my 
friend Raina asked me what I was going to do with a PhD in rhetoric and 
composition. 
  
“I don’t know,” I said. “I just want to be a doctor. Even if I come back to 
Anchorage and wait tables, I’ll still be a doctor. I’ll make the customers 
call me Dr. Don.” 
  
I lived with Raina and her daughter McKenna while I was working on my 
master’s degree in English at the University of Alaska Anchorage. Raina 
and I worked together at La Mex on Spenard Road. La Mex was an 
Anchorage institution known for its free chips and salsa. Much of my job 
consisted of running excessive amounts of those to customers who 
never considered how a dozen cups of salsa and half a dozen baskets 
of chips factored into the tip. The Spenard La Mex closed while I was 
working on my PhD. I’d never get the chance to have La Mex customers 
call me Dr. Don as I ran them salsa and chips. 
  
Even after gaining some teaching experience in my master’s program, I 
am not sure that I knew what a professor did. When I applied to doctoral 
programs, I had considered little beyond the title “Doctor.” Prior to 
pursuing a doctoral degree, my life choices felt dichotomous. On one 
hand, I planned my life shift-by-shift. If I sold this much food and booze 
at work, then I’d make this much in tips. If it was a slow night, I could go 
to other servers and set things up so that I got cut off the floor early. 
Maybe I could still hit Mad Myrna’s or the Buckaroo that night, my 
favorite queer club and dive bar in Anchorage, respectively. On the 
other hand, I nursed hangovers, played World of Warcraft, watched 
obscure films, and read a lot of morose literature. I lamented tragic gay 
geniuses: Derek Jarman, Tennessee Williams, William Burroughs. In 
some sense I felt a connection based on all the (unpaid) creative work I 
had done throughout my twenties and early thirties: I made music and 
zines, performed slam poetry, and promoted parties at local clubs, a 
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goth night here and a techno party there. Though the melancholy 
lingered, most of that creative work fell away by the time I entered my 
master’s program. 
  
That program gave me direction to the extent that I was thinking about 
something other than my shifts or tips. Initially, it offered theory. It gave 
me a lot of big ideas. It tapped into my melancholy but reconnected it to 
larger social critiques. It slowly rekindled my appetite for social change. 
  
Eventually, I learned that I might be able to get paid for thinking and 
writing about these ideas in a doctoral program. While I knew that the 
money you get in grad school for teaching introductory courses to 
freshmen wasn’t much, my tuition would be covered, and I’d have some 
sort of health insurance. I hadn’t had health insurance since quitting 
college after my foray into academia in the mid-1990s. Besides, I never 
made more than $20k a year. A doctoral program offered a way out of 
the routine that I had developed, a way out of my shift-by-shift thinking 
and maybe a way out of the melancholy. It offered some murky future 
that I didn’t have access to outside the program. However murky, I 
needed that future. 
  
My interest in doctoral programs had little to do with being called to the 
profession. While I enjoyed my experience at the University of Alaska 
Anchorage, I also found a lot of distasteful parallels between teaching 
and working in the service industry: the low pay, the parallels between 
students’ and customers’ consumerist sensibilities, and the peculiar 
rules and policies foisted onto folks in the lowest rungs of both 
professions by folks who hadn’t “worked the floor” in a long time, if ever. 
Courses with set curricula reminded me of employee training manuals 
or videos, student teaching evaluations felt like customer comment 
cards, and kind comments from students on those evaluations 
resembled “verbal tips.” I didn’t have an aha moment where I felt like 
being a professor was what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. I 
became a professor because it is what I teased out of the Venn diagram 
that was my life: a desire to leave the service-industry after 16 years 
overlapped with the opportunities that were available to me; in turn, this 
desire and these opportunities overlapped with academic culture and 
the stories that emanate from this culture. 
  
Academic culture reinforces certain kinds of stories about labor. On one 
hand, these stories reflect the histories of American academia and of 
the academic institutions involved. Generally speaking, college emerged 
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in the US as a way for the upper class to maintain hegemony over 
working-class and poor people. Over time, the role of college has 
purportedly shifted to training the middle class, particularly through state 
universities. For a select few students, college serves as a gatekeeper 
into a middle-class life. It still plays both these roles—the most 
expensive and prestigious schools maintain class domination for the 
rich, and lesser known public universities help their attendees continue 
the middle-class lifestyles that they enter college with. Despite the best 
intentions of hundreds of thousands of employees—faculty, staff, 
graduate students--who have struggled for decades to open up their 
institutions and increase social mobility for all who pass through them, 
this largely hasn’t happened. 
 
On the other hand, universities are a workplace like any other. The 
lion’s share of employees have few interactions with students beyond 
providing them with a service. These workers maintain buildings, the 
grounds, and paperwork; they serve food, clean the campus, handle 
parking issues, drive busses, etc. 
  
As I recount my stories, I consider how this context and my positionality 
informs my academic labor. I consider how my focus and how I 
understood my labor became extremely myopic. I spent most of my time 
worrying about minutia, such as what classes I took, what books or 
articles my professors assigned, the ones I chose to read and cite for 
course papers and projects, and the pressure and support I felt from 
other folks in my program. I always thought about the work I had to do, 
but I didn’t often think of it as labor, that is to say as work that a class of 
people engaged in and who benefited from this labor beyond me or, 
later, “my students.” This sort of thinking was integral to my 
undergraduate and master’s degree experiences, but doing well in a 
doctoral program had elevated worrying over this minutia to a paranoid 
artform. 
  
In my undergrad program at the State University of New York, College 
at Cortland, everyone moved through school in order to venture out in 
different directions—all middle class—once it ended. Everyone had 
different stories about where they were going and how the professional 
writing major helped them advance their story. In my master’s and 
doctoral programs, folks passed through these settings in order to move 
in the same direction. To keep moving in that direction, we needed to 
set it down on paper and allow others to assess the choices we made.  
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Moving from my master’s program into a doctoral program required a 
new story. Fragments of this story were scattered across official 
documents, such as my application, transcripts, and CV. Other 
fragments emerged in research papers that I wrote for seminars and 
conferences and in the myriad decisions I made for students in the 
courses I taught. Though I wasn’t entirely aware of it at the time, other 
people derived fragments of my story from how I treated them—my 
professors, other grad students, undergrads, staff, etc. Grad school 
taught me that while I can only control the story to a certain extent, other 
people would cohere these fragments together into their own stories 
about who I was, to serve as a support for their stories about who they 
were--either as a dramatic foil or an accomplice. Considering these 
fragments and the differences across these stories made me retreat 
inward. It made me look at school and learning differently. It made me 
look at myself differently. 
  

*       *        * 
  
These metaphors about storytelling and the minutia of academic labor 
downplay the pressures I felt about becoming a professor once I started 
my doctoral program. Academic culture reinforces only certain kinds of 
stories. All these stories are classed, raced, gendered, and normed in 
innumerable ways. The “good student” represents such a story. It is 
bound up in learning and being able to follow the rules; in ideas that 
creativity happens in relation to cultural norms established and 
reinforced by rich or middle class, white, hetero, cis culture; and 
ultimately, the good student works in service to capitalism. The good 
student does all the reading, gets their work done on time, and does a 
good job in whatever way their professors and administrators define it. 
The good student shows up to class, pays their bills, and helps things 
run smoothly for everyone. The good student gets ahead based on 
demonstrating a particular form of care and humility, regardless of the 
toll that such comportment takes on the student themselves. The good 
student humbly extends the ideas that academe has vetted; they begin 
to contribute to knowledge in a rather limited way. However, the good 
student isn’t the only story academia has to offer. It is the story of the 
novitiate.  
  
Being a good student dominated my thinking throughout my 
undergraduate years and for much of my master’s program. In my 
doctoral program, I started with that story, but I had to push it further 
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and become the professor; since my doctoral program was housed in a 
research university, the department offered one model: the research 
professor. The research professor does all the things that the good 
student does, but their contributions extend academia into new areas. 
They push stories of academic labor into areas of life that it hasn’t yet 
colonized. They seize these areas by creating new products (whether 
texts or other objects), turning a blind eye to the inequities that make 
their work possible, and they attract novitiates (more good students) that 
they can sort into researchers or into something else: those who do the 
gritty work in order to make the professor’s research possible. 
  
Quickly, I learned that the first significant step in moving from the good 
student toward becoming a professor meant developing a narrow 
research focus, one acceptable to professors at other research 
universities. It was not enough that I enjoyed studying writing, and being 
a writer wasn’t compelling. I had to set myself apart in a community that 
I was just entering. Plenty of people love writing in various forms. Only a 
small percentage of those folks get PhDs in writing, and an even smaller 
percentage get tenure-track gigs as professors, much less professors at 
research universities. 
  
The good student story that replaced my shift-by-shift story had to give 
way to another story entirely. I went from thinking about getting by, to 
thinking about doing good work, to thinking about how I would gain 
acceptance for and bring attention to my work. While I was used to 
scarcity, the research professor existed in a world with a different kind of 
scarcity than I was used to. In doctoral programs, scarcity becomes a 
struggle for professional, intellectual, and emotional resources that one 
needs to develop into a professor. Grad students compete with one 
another for attention from faculty members in their departments as well 
as faculty members in their field; and for opportunities in their 
universities, departments, and fields. 
  
In my doctoral program, scarcity meant that you competed with other 
students. Only so many students got admitted. Many of those students 
got teaching assistantships, which meant they went to school for free in 
exchange for teaching first-year composition (fyc). Some students got 
opportunities beyond teaching fyc; they worked in writing centers, 
helped administer writing programs, or assisted professors on research 
projects. The unicorns got fellowships, which often, but not always, 
meant that they could focus on their research for a certain period of time 
without doing additional work for the university. 
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All these positions came with free tuition, benefits, and pay, but it wasn’t 
much. In my doctoral program at Purdue University, we got paid around 
$14-15k per year, with no guaranteed summer funding. In order to make 
it work, I lived as cheaply as possible. For the first three years of my 
program, I rented a room in a local woman’s house in Lafayette, 
Indiana. Her name was Lorna. I paid Lorna $400 a month for rent, 
utilities, and the Internet, and I shared a furnished attic room with her 
cats. She had seven (and one dog). Various people rented the bedroom 
across from me throughout those three years, including a computer 
science grad student from Japan, an engineering grad student from 
Germany, and a man who stayed in Lafayette for four months in order to 
clean out his recently deceased mother’s home. She was a hoarder. 
During the summer, I went back to Alaska (where I lived before moving 
to Indiana) to wait tables or I worked for the IT department at Purdue. 
Whatever money I had left after paying rent and bills went to pay for 
academic conferences or for buying beer. In my program, grad students 
loved to commiserate over alcohol.  
  
Both the issues with alcohol and the conditions of scarcity in my 
doctoral program were as real, and often as dire, as those in my life 
previously, but there was another sensibility to them. I labored under the 
pretense that if I worked hard enough, I’d get through it, and something 
was waiting on the other side. I could be a professor. The conditions left 
little room to question how devoted I felt to pursuing the title or the 
system that higher education props up. It left little room for me to 
consider how the profession and academic institutions perpetuate class 
inequality. I had to be devoted to my story; as doctoral students, we 
suffered under the delusion that not being devoted to it meant that you 
wouldn’t obtain the brass ring. It was the only way: our version of up or 
out. I knew how bad the odds were for becoming a tenure-track 
professor. Still, my doctoral program’s momentum left little room to 
question that. 
  
To succeed, I had to offer something exceptional (or at least unique). I 
had to develop a particular way of looking at rhetoric or composition or 
writing, and then I had to look closely at a tiny aspect of it and come up 
with pithy things to say based on pithy things that other people had said. 
It’s a pyramid scheme where choosing the right focus and the right 
people mean a lot, and having those people accept you into their fold 
means everything. It appeared that I was supposed to do this for the 
rest of my career. Say pithy things, and stroke egos by confirming the 
intelligence of those with more institutional or disciplinary power so that 
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they would stroke my ego by giving me something that I needed to keep 
going. During my coursework that meant that I should have entered 
each course having a sense of what it contributed to my research focus. 
I constantly felt that I was at a serious disadvantage because I jumped 
from one topic to another when moving from a research paper for one 
course to a research paper in another. The quality of my work varied 
considerably. It became a struggle for the faculty in my department to 
figure out where I wanted to go, and how they could help me get there 
or how it figured into their work. If my work connected with a faculty 
member’s work, then there were opportunities to work with them--if they 
liked me. More often than not it seemed that other doctoral students cut 
their cloth to fit those fashions. Something about my personality or my 
experience didn’t allow me to do that, and looking back on the 
experience, I don’t regret it. 
  
Still, students who had a singular focus set themselves apart by filtering 
their ideas through the program. It makes sense even as it is stifling, if 
not self-reproducing. You study at one university and in one field and 
not at another because you want that influence to shape who you are. 
The people in your program, both the faculty members and the other 
graduate students, inform your exceptionalism, or maybe more 
accurately your acceptionalism. They shape your ability to be accepted 
into an academic community. The faculty do so in large part through the 
courses that they teach. In some sense, your courses are meant to help 
you shape your focus. For example, you might enter a doctoral program 
interested in a particular genre, such as essays or business reports or 
zines or whatever. But, that’s still too broad. Your faculty and 
coursework will push you to narrow your focus. In one course, you might 
hone your focus by looking at this genre in a particular time period. In 
another course, you might focus on a particular genre in that time period 
by honing in on a specific location where a small group of people wrote 
in that genre. In another course, you might look at this smaller batch of 
writing and writers from a particular vantage point—based on theories 
you read about in the course, such as feminism, post-structuralism, or 
actor-network theory. The more you narrow your focus, the more likely 
you are to have something unique to offer—or so the story goes. The 
more you narrow your focus in conjunction with other people in your 
field, the more acceptable you and your research becomes. Finding a 
job is all about exceptional-acceptionalism, or as faculty more 
commonly refer to it, fit. Do you fit into a department’s ideas about what 
a professor in your field does? 
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Faculty members in doctoral programs present courses that reinforce 
their ways of looking at a topic or issue. They only consider what 
students want to learn in an abstract sense, as a sort of thought 
experiment. When you consider that faculty members who teach in 
doctoral programs need to publish a ridiculous number of books and 
articles in order to keep their jobs, it makes a certain sense. Students 
are made to read what those faculty members need to read in order to 
write those books and articles. Still, it sucks. Many of the other students 
in your program will be in the same courses with you. Soon you are all 
discussing specific sets of issues through particular vocabularies. You 
begin to look at things through similar frameworks. Your discussions 
extend beyond classrooms and into bars, coffeehouses, and online 
spaces. If you dive deeply into your course work, that is to say by 
engaging through your good student mindset, then your exceptionalism 
starts to disappear into the ether and your acceptionalism emerges. If 
you resist, you realize that you have little control over what you study 
and why or how you study it. In either case, you develop a whole lot to 
say about particular topics, theorists, and research methods.  
  
Next, competing for scarce resources requires that you spend time 
convincing others in your small community that you have something 
worthwhile to say about what you research. You need to get people to 
pat you on the back publicly for your thoughts by giving you money and 
awards, or by publishing your work. Acceptionalism will only get you so 
far. You must say something exceptional. Realize though that 
acceptionalism is always at play. Exceptionalism gets subsumed in 
acceptionalism. This competition begins long before the doctoral 
program. Even if you didn’t fully realize it at the time, you engaged in it 
based on where you got your undergraduate degree and what you 
studied, where you got your master’s degree and what you studied, and 
who you have studied under.   
  
I didn’t enter my program with a research focus. I didn’t adhere to or 
present a singularly compelling take on writing. Not really. However, I 
claimed to have one in my PhD application materials. I’m not sure that I 
finished my doctoral program with one either, but my advisors prepared 
me well enough to articulate one on paper, and they taught me how to 
sound like I did in order to get a job as a tenure-track professor. Cutting 
through all the insecurities about your life and labor and imposing a 
narrative line on what you have done and what you will continue to do 
may be one of the most important benchmarks of transitioning from 
being a good student to being a professor. 
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I didn’t adjust to this new culture well in part because of the new 
mindset I was expected to develop about how I relate to writing. But, it 
wasn’t simply that. This pressure to set oneself apart from the crowd 
smacked up against the pressure to become part of a smaller crowd. 
Scarcity and competition smacked up against notions of community. I 
bought into those arguments about community. In reality though, nods 
toward community in academe in general and in grad school in 
particular are subsumed in class inequality and elitism. The “community” 
of academe isn’t one. It’s a workplace with a particular sense of what 
makes one a valuable employee or co-worker. Academic research and 
writing, or more specifically publishing, play a huge role in determining 
your value in this workplace. 
  
Before entering my master’s and doctoral programs, I didn’t value 
academic forms of research and writing over others. I found little value 
in assessing people based on the number of academic publications they 
had or where those publications were placed, how many conferences 
they have presented at, or if they had friends who found money for them 
to speak at another university. I didn’t value reading and writing above 
speaking and listening. I didn’t consider writing (especially academic 
writing) to be an action comparable, and certainly not superior to, other 
actions. Still, advancing in my academic workplace meant I had to work 
around and through these values, and continuing to be a tenure-track 
professor means that these values shape my story about what I do. To 
get tenure I need to convince a number of other people that I value this 
stuff. I need those publications, grants, and awards. They are the 
currency of the realm, and I continue to have to justify my story, 
however begrudgingly, in relation to the exceptional-acceptionalism that 
the academic workplace values.   
  
Nowadays, my story as a tenure-track professor means questioning my 
relationship to academia as a workplace, including my relationships to a 
discipline, a university, and a department. My idealism demands that I 
look for patterns to explain why I feel deeply skeptical about academia’s 
value and my ability to have an impact. My pragmatism demands that I 
not allow myself to get tangled in a morass of melancholy as I think 
about what I have given up or screwed up along the way, as I consider 
how I have taken on the values and practices that govern this workplace 
even as I claim not to identify with those values. It pushes me to find 
ways to shift the story about what it means for me to be a tenure-track 
professor and to make this story more than that by changing my 
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workplace. For me, these contradictory forces get at the heart of what it 
means to be a tenure-track professor. 
  

*       *        * 
  
In my first three years as a tenure-track professor, I realized how that 
way of being in the world differed from how I lived previously; I struggled 
to get by, and now, I struggle to prove that I was worth the title, to prove 
that I am part of some workplace that thinks of itself as a community. 
I’ve spent the past year, my fourth, reevaluating it all. I’ve spent the past 
year reconsidering all that I have left behind in order to tell a story about 
who I am as a professor, pinpointing what I believe needs to change. I’d 
like to think that my community-based work in Mississippi, my union 
work with United Campus Workers of Mississippi (our wall-to-wall union 
at the University of Mississippi), and my work on Spark’s Editorial 
Collective point me in more equitable and just directions, that they 
emerge from and respond to the tensions that I feel toward academic 
labor and toward the idea that academia will only ever serve to reinforce 
class inequality. I believe that they do so by finding money and 
resources to help local people improve their lives; by fighting alongside 
other workers to improve the conditions of academic labor--which 
includes staff, students, and faculty; and by promoting work that 
challenges what constitutes academic research, who contributes such 
research, and what this research does in the world. However, I worry 
that these are all exceptional-acceptional methods for combating 
scarcity, competition, and elitism. I worry that many other people who 
came before said the same thing and didn’t accomplish much beyond 
padding their CVs in preparation for tenure. In fact, these people use 
their past work trying to “change “academe to justify their current $200k 
salaries, named positions, and $20k speaking fees. I consider these 
people: I don’t know that I will ever feel a part of academe beyond 
thinking of it as a workplace, but I now worry more about what I will 
have lost if or when I stop feeling that my work in academe is largely 
against it and about my career advancement. 
 

—December 2019 
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Coda 
 
I wrote this essay in November and December 2019. Given the 
pandemic and all that we’re living through right now, I worry that the 
existential crisis detailed in it reflects a privileged position. This may be 
the main way to read this essay right now as so many people face 
impossible circumstances; they put their lives at risk every day in order 
to keep paying their bills and support their families, or they can’t pay 
bills because they are out of work. Many of my co-workers’ futures are 
in peril as universities across the country make drastic budget cuts and 
issue mass layoffs. Other universities, like my own, have delayed taking 
any action about the fall semester. Layoffs are sure to follow tanking 
enrollments as are haphazard safety guidelines that will put many 
students and workers in harm’s way. In a couple months, I could be 
unemployed. I decided to publish the piece anyway, not as the last word 
on what it means to become or to be a professor, but as a barometer to 
measure my life against as things move forward.  
 
 

—April 2020 
 

 
 

Me 
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